RF/mmW/5G Workshop
RF/mmW devices; GaN, SiGe or Si? Which will offer the best solution for 5G?
(Power/Reliability/Cost)
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Background
Given the power, cost structure and integration required for mmW 5G deployment, what gaps remain
for Silicon and SiGe to be viable solutions? The market for cellphones, Base Stations and IoT solutions is
predicted to explode in the near future. Many companies are in the process of designing their mmW
solutions for 5G. In this session we will review the most likely technologies that will dominate the
sizable 5G market. Most key players in the industry realize that there is a sizable opportunity for Si and
SiGe technology solutions as we transition from the few antennas required in 4G to the multi element
antenna array solutions, hence the power requirements have been reduced to a range that is well suited
for Silicon and Silicon Germanium technology offerings. Will this be sufficient to displace the proven
and well-entrenched RF mmW solutions offered by III-V?
Which solution will win in the market from the perspective of?




Power
Cost / Integration
Reliability

Discussion Topics








Operating lifetime requirements
o EOL, should it be 10 years, 3 years, X years?
o Duty cycle 100%?
Power requirements for 5G (Linearity/Efficiency) (Handsets and Basestations)
Translating reliability behavior from device to circuit level – what matters to the end users?
o Reliability simulator requirements
Appropriate methods for testing and characterizing RF reliability?
o Circuit benchmarks, PA, LNA, and Switches
o Scaled DC measurements
o Setting up device level tests to accurately reflect circuit level benchmarks
 Associated impact for various classes of circuits/IP blocks.
Thermal
o TCAD modeling
o Self-heating
o simulation vs. practical usage
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